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The PCAP newsletter aims to 
keep incarcerated artists, writers, 
and performers informed of what 
the Prison Creative Arts Project 
(PCAP) is doing and how to be 
involved. If you know someone 
who would like to receive this 
newsletter, please have them 
write to us. 

PCAP NEWS



 

A Note from the Director
by Ashley Lucas

It’s the 4th of July as I write this, and I can think of no more appropriate activity for this day than making sure that 
every one of you knows that we at PCAP are thinking of you. We wish you peace and joy on this and every holiday. 

In late May and early June, fifteen PCAP graduate and undergraduate students traveled with me to Florianópolis and 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, for our annual prison theatre exchange program. While we were there, we took theatre classes 
at our partner universities and accompanied the faculty and students there to do theatre workshops in both men’s 
and women’s prisons as well as in hospitals, community centers, and favelas (struggling neighborhoods). This was 
the sixth year of our exchange program, and as always, we were welcomed with open arms by our Brazilian 
counterparts and all the people in their workshops. A group of Brazilian faculty and students had visited us in 
Michigan last March during the PCAP art show, and they were able to visit many of you in PCAP theatre workshops. 
The folks who got to meet you all asked about how you are 
doing and sent their warm regards. This exchange program is 
very dear to the hearts of all of us who participate in it 
because it reminds us that there are kindred spirits in another
country doing the same kinds of things that we are. The 
Brazilian faculty and students who were able to go into 
MDOC facilities with PCAP workshops were very moved by 
their encounters with you, impressed with your talent, and 
grateful for the opportunity to have seen our theatre work in 
action. Thank you to all of you who welcomed these visitors.

The group that traveled with me to Brazil spent much time 
speaking of the great people in their workshops back
Michigan, trying to explain what we do to the many Brazilian 
folks we met who have never had the chance to visit          Eddie and Aly with two of the very talented clowns
Michigan. We took some donated PCAP art and copies of          from Enfermaria do Riso.
the literary review to a graphic arts fair in Florianópolis, and 
the people who bought the work were amazed and very touched to realize that we had brought original works of art 
and writing by incarcerated people in the United States. They held your work with reverence, and now there is art 
that some of you created and words that you wrote in the hands of people in Brazil. Your work has traveled 
internationally and been appreciated by people of another nation, culture, and language.
    

Poems from the Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing have also been publicly celebrated a lot closer to home. 
Professor Eugene Rogers is the head of the conducting program in the School of Music, Theatre, and Dance at the 
University of Michigan. He is a big fan of the literary review, and he is working with local composers in Detroit and 
others across the nation to commission them to write works of music that would use poetry PCAP has 
published as the lyrics to new songs. Professor Rogers also conducts a Detroit-based choir called Exigence, which is 
made up entirely of singers who are people of color. My husband Phil and I went to a concert of theirs last winter, 
and we were absolutely blown away by the beauty and quality of their singing. In between songs, members of the 
choir would read poems from the PCAP literary review. I cried through the whole concert, both because the music 
was so exquisite and because it meant so much to me to hear your words being recited by these amazing singers for 
an audience who came for the sake of great art—not because they felt one way or another about people in prison. 
We sold copies of the Review after the concert, and people were very impressed with the journal and had lots of 
thoughtful questions about you writers. Your work is getting into the world, and we are so grateful to Professor 
Rogers and the Exigence choir for championing your excellent writing.

The Sisters Within Theatre Troupe at Women’s Huron Valley—PCAP’s oldest continually running workshop—is 
celebrating its 28th year of existence. They just held auditions for new women to join the troupe and are proud to 
welcome nineteen new members, making the Sisters a much larger group than they have been in many years.



       

A Note from the Director cont. 

They’ve also been joined by three new PCAP student 
facilitators in the last few months, and Hannah, Eddie, 
and Liv report every week how happy they are to be 
working with such a vivacious and thoughtful group 
of women. Congratulations, Sisters! Can’t wait to see 
your next play!

In May and June, PCAP had the honor of hosting two 
graduate students from a Master’s degree program in 
applied theatre at Royal Central School for Speech and 
Drama in London, England. Gemma and Abby worked 
at PCAP for these months as interns in our o�ce, and 
their main project during that time was to design and 
facilitate one-day workshops. Since we cannot get to 
all of the prisons in Michigan on a weekly basis to 
o�er workshops in typical PCAP fashion for a  
semester at a time, we have been looking for ways to      PCAP students joined Teatro em Comunidades (Theater in  
o�er occasional programming to folks in facilities in         Communities) workshops in Rio.
places more than an hour away from Ann Arbor. 
Gemma, Abby, and a few other PCAP volunteers were able to o�er one-day workshops at Cooper Street, Chippewa 
East and West, Central Michigan, Muskegon, and Michigan Reformatory. By all accounts, the workshops were a great 
success. Thank you to all of you who participated! We’re hoping to be able to do more of this in future, especially 
during the summer when we don’t have as many weekly workshops running. It’s a good way for us to get to see you 
and o�er programming, and it’s also a great use of some of our summer volunteers who often can’t commit to a 
long-term workshop during the summer because of travel and work schedules.

This edition of the newsletter contains an article by PCAP’s newest professor! Cozine Welch, who was paroled in 
September 2017, is the most published writer in the history of the Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing. We 
had known him for about nine years through his poetry when he was released, but none of our volunteers had met 
him in person until he joined our reentry program, the Linkage Project. He participated in Linkage workshops in Fall 
2017, and in Winter 2018 he took PCAP’s facilitator training and helped to organize a Linkage event. He has been 
working on our editorial board for the literary review for a year now, and this Fall semester he will be co-teaching the 
Atonement Project class with me. The Atonement Project course is part of PCAP’s curriculum and teaches students 
about restorative justice issues while also sending them to do weekly PCAP workshops in prisons, youth facilities, or 
community centers. Shaka Senghor co-founded this class with me, and we taught it together for two years. Mary 
Heinen McPherson also co-taught the class with me before she became a full-time member of the PCAP sta�, and 
last year Professor Kathleen Kelly from the Voice Department at the university co-taught with me and helped 
develop PCAP’s music curriculum. Cozine will make a wonderful addition to the PCAP teaching faculty. He’s 
currently also a full-time student at Washtenaw Community College. Welcome, Cozine! So glad to have the 
opportunity to work with you this Fall!

Shaka Senghor recently became the new Executive Director of the Anti-Recidivism Coalition—an organization based 
in Los Angeles that serves over 450 formerly incarcerated men and women. Shaka is also working on developing his 
first stage play The Cell with the prestigious Ge�en Theatre in Los Angeles.  Congratulations, Shaka!

Another member of the PCAP family Richard Gri�n was recently hired for a full-time position by the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) in Grand Rapids. We’re so proud of you, Rick, and excited to continue working with you.



Literary Review
by Phil Christman

Last year, I announced that submissions to the Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing would henceforth be open 
all year ‘round, and that we’d try to get back to most submissions within six weeks. The first of these things remains 
true! However, as those of you who’ve sent work this year know, the second is not. 

For various reasons, I’ve been very slow to respond to manuscripts this year, and I want to apologize for that. 
However, we are still accepting them. (The ground rules, again: Please send fiction, nonfiction, poetry, or plays; 
please do not send novel- or novella-length works or other whole books, as we cannot publish them; please 
accompany your submission with a note that includes any pen names you want us to use, your MDOC ID number, 
and your current address.) The place to send them is, as always:

Prison Creative Arts Project
Attn: Phil Christman
1801 East Quadrangle
701 E. University Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1245

I’m also going to take a moment to answer some frequently-asked questions.

1.  Can you read/give me advice on/publish my novel or other book-length work? 
 No. We often get these sorts of requests, but editing a person’s book for them is a huge time commitment for which  
 we don’t have the volunteers, and the Review itself is all the book we have time and resources to publish. We are  
 happy to o�er commentary on submissions to the Review that we don’t publish, as commenting on dozens of small  
 manuscripts is a manageable job that a large group of volunteers can accomplish. But that’s all we’re able to do at  
 this point.

2.  Why haven’t I gotten my copy of last year’s book? 
 Despite attempts on our publisher’s part to conform to the stated MDOC guidelines for mailing books, we have had  
 problems every year with books being bounced from facilities. We are working now to clarify an arrangement with  
 MDOC to ensure that this does not continue to happen. In the meantime, if you were published in an issue of the  
 Review and would like to provide us with a free-world address of a family member or other person whom you  would  
 like to have receive your copy, we are more than happy to do that.

3. How can I make more money writing? 
 I get this question a lot and, every time, I feel a stab of pure empathy for the person asking it, because it’s one I ask  
 myself regularly. The short answer is “If I knew, I would quit my teaching job and just write all the time!” There isn’t  
 a lot of money in the writing game—or there is, but it’s not distributed very e�ciently. (A handful of not-that-good  
 writers, and some good ones, seem to monopolize most of it!) I myself have taken many years reaching the point  
 where I can make a pittance that supplements my teaching income doing it, and I’m happy to have gotten that far.  
 In my experience, people who write are just fascinated by the process, and they stick to it because they like it. As  
 that happens, other opportunities, some of them paying, slowly roll in. But it takes forever, so you have to like   
 writing itself and pursue that and hope it goes somewhere, rather than saying, “Ah, I shall become a poet and get  
 rich that way.” 

4. Why do you use postal mail rather than JPay? 
 PCAP generally avoids using JPay except in emergencies—largely because we’re infuriated by the existence of a  
 private organization designed to provide expensively, and with no e�ective public oversight, what the postal service  
 does cheaply and as a public utility, for everybody. We’re worried about a world in which there’s no postal mail,  
 because we all shifted to using services like JPay, which then jack up their prices, as private monopolies inevitably  
 do. 



  

Call for Submissions
The Marshall Project, a nonprofit news organization focusing on criminal justice issues, is now publishing writing by 
incarcerated people. We are looking for vivid, surprising nonfiction stories about a specific experience or event that 
happened to you or that you witnessed inside prison/inside the system; we are NOT looking for fiction, poetry, 
essays about your criminal case, or argumentative/opinion essays about more abstract issues.

WORD COUNT: 
1,000 to 1,500 words

PAY: 
$50 if your submission is published. 

(It will also be edited and fact-checked.)

MAIL TO: 
The Marshall Project

156 West 56th Street, Suite 701
New York, NY 10019

Literacy Review cont. 

5. Can we be pen-pals, or can you provide me with a pen-pal? 
 No. For PCAP to continue to do the work it does, it has to be all about that work. Especially with recent MDOC   
 restrictions on volunteering, we can’t correspond with people about non-PCAP-related matters. The one thing I can   
 do—and believe it or not, I do it—is pray for every single individual who sends me a request like this, even though I   
 cannot grant it. There is a horrible loneliness that so many of you have to carry; it hits me every time I open my mail.  
 Don’t believe for a second that those of us who volunteer with you don’t know that, and don’t think about it, and   
 about all of you, as we go about our daily lives. 

6.  Can you recommend some books on writing? 
 Oh, man, can I! For just getting started, I love Writing Down the Bones by Natalie Goldberg. For learning how to   
 read good (and bad) books in such a way that you can learn how to write from them—and for many other    
 reasons—I like John Gardner’s The Art of Fiction and On Becoming a Novelist and Stephen King’s On Writing. For  
 harder, technical stu�, Samuel Delany’s About Writing is a masterpiece. PCAP has done its best to encourage   
 organizations that collect books for Michigan prison libraries to grab up any copies of these books that they can, so   
 look for them in the library.

Linkage Project
Would you like to stay connected with PCAP after you come home? The Linkage Project o�ers workshops, cultural 
field trips, connections to PCAP’s campus community, and a network of other artists, writers, and performers. If you 
would like to participate, please contact Vanessa Mayesky by mail, email, or phone after your release. You can find 
contact information on the last page of the newsletter.



 

You...Must...Leaaarrrn!
by Cozine A. Welch, Jr.

An education is the only thing given that cannot be taken. - Saul Williams, “Pedagogue of Young Gods”

Education, formal or otherwise, is ability. Ability, when harnessed, when focused and used, when directed forward, is 
progress. Progress becomes attainment. I had this quote posted on every post board or wall, in every cube or cell I 
was confined to for years. Every morning upon waking I would read it aloud. I would delve deeper than its apparent 
meaning and find solace in the fact that whatever my confinement or conditions might have taken, and may still yet 
take from me, what I have learned and have yet to learn would remain mine. It would be my personal property that 
no misconduct or Notice of Intent hearing could take from me. My knowledge is mine and mine alone.

Education tends to only be viewed as formal learning in our lexicon. Your certificate or degree being instant proof of 
your learning and the only type recognized universally. Yet, those of us who are and have been imprisoned, who have 
sought knowledge independently and attained it, know this to not be so. We speak on molecular biology and gene 
editing, on physics and the paradoxes of quantum mechanics, on sociology and groupthink in chow hall lines and 
recreation rooms, while cooking ramen noodles and instant oatmeal. And in those conversations which we call 
“building,” we add on; add on to what we know and add on to our desire to know more.

But what is it worth? What does it mean practically for men and women removed from society? How, if formal 
learning is the only recognized kind, can this possession that is informal education do us any good? Why bother?

I had a close friend once who, when asked a question of sorts, would answer “because.” I would say, “because, 
what?” To which he would respond, “Because.” And leave me to find the wisdom in what his informal education 
taught him: You do it because...you can. Because you have the capacity and faculties to do it. Because adding on, in 
any way on any topic that expands your knowledge base, adds to you. Formally or not.

It took me a while to see that wisdom in a way that wasn’t just driven by an inclination to learn or know for the sake 
of knowing or to be able to defend a point or perspective in an argument. It took me a while to see myself and others 
had developed an ability to bring into our lives people and opportunities that added on to the additions we were 
already making independently. It works like gravity; we collect small bits at first, drifting from this piece of 
information to that, until finally our accumulated mass of knowledge attracts us toward larger masses and in turn 
attracts them to us. Like kind finds like kind.

So, this informal learning, seemingly not recognized because it has no certificate or degree attached to it, is in fact 
recognized. In many ways, it’s more recognized. I was fortunate enough to have a talk a while back with a University 
of Michigan graduate student who had recently finished a project in the field of genetics. We talked about the gene 
editing tool CRISPR and what his research may infer as it relates to apparently random mutations in genetics and 
apparently random activities of subatomic behavior in quantum mechanics. After 20 minutes of conversation, this  
formally educated young man suggested I try and get in on a lab assistant position in
one of the university labs. My lack of formal education became not a hindrance, but a 
traversable obstacle because what I knew spoke more for me than how I learned it.

And I see proof positive of this theory every day. I see brothers of mine who have 
attained $50,000+ careers on the strength of what they learned themselves. And 
where formal education is a barrier not so easily crossed, I have seen schools and 
universities provide pathways to attain that formal education. And all based on the 
knowledge base they have attained of their own accord. It can never be taken, only 
added on to.

Nothing worth having ever comes with ease or speed. My mother would tell me this 
when I was young to prepare me for the long haul of hard work and to incline me
towards patience. To know with what some may call faith, but with what I call clear
insight into subtle universal principles or laws, that any e�ort put towards progress
bears fruit, attracts its like kind, adds on.         Peace.



       

Annual Exhibition
by Vanessa Mayesky

The 23rd Annual Exhibition of Art by Michigan Prisoners brought the work of 582 incarcerated artists to the public 
realm during its two-week run at the Duderstadt Center Gallery. The show’s 658 artworks included 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional pieces in a wide range of artistic styles. Artists, you were encouraged to 
submit work that comes from your unique experiences, that is unexpected, and that has not been seen before. You 
responded with sculptures of robots, serene landscapes, portraits of family members, and abstract designs. Thank  
you to everyone who submitted work for consideration. 

One goal of the Annual Exhibition is to encourage prisoners to become 
artists. The increasing number of artists participating, 230 more than in 
2017, is one measure of success. Another is how artists are pushing 
themselves to take on creative challenges. As one artist writes, “I feel like a 
new man this year. I ventured out of my comfort zone of pencil sketches to 
the vast depths of acrylic painting. I’m happy to say that my old confines 
are completely destroyed. I hope to destroy and createevery day, from now 
on, myself willing.”

The Annual Exhibition also aims to humanize prisoners in the eyes of the 
general public and to connect them with the e�ect of mass incarceration 
and the power of art as a sustaining force. Gallery attendants counted 
3,697 individual visits to the exhibition, including 16 tours that brought 
university students, high school students, and faculty to the show. Gallery 
visitors take in artists' messages from artist statements, a panel discussion 
of formerly incarcerated artists, and the artwork itself. Visitors complete 
the communication loop by sharing their thoughts in the guest book and 
critique letters. These often reflect an acknowledgement of the artist's 
humanity. As one student wrote, “I don’t know what battles your heart has 
seen, but I admire your self-reflection and bravery in creating such 
beautiful art, and I am so grateful you shared it with me.”    
                 One Forgotten Part, Thomas Gordon
Artists whose work was selected for the 23rd Annual Exhibition will         winner of the People's Choice Award.
receive a sales report and summary of the 2018 exhibition in August. We 
are happy to inform you that payments have been mailed to the MDOC for deposit and unsold artwork is scheduled 
to be shipped by the end of July.

Planning is underway for the 24th Annual Exhibition of Art by Michigan Prisoners, March 20-April 3, 2019, in the 
Duderstadt Center Gallery. As soon as we receive MDOC approval, we will send the call for art to everyone on the 
mailing list. No prior art experience is needed and all are welcome to submit their work for consideration. Selection 
visits will be scheduled for October-December, 2018. We are looking forward to seeing you and your artwork.  
  



PEN Annual Prison Writing Contest 
2019

OPENS: January 1, 2018           

DEADLINE: September 1, 2018

PEN America Center sponsors the Annual Prison Writing Contest as part of PEN’s Prison Writing Program. Anyone 
incarcerated in federal, state, or county prison in the year before the September 1 deadline is eligible to enter. Prizes 
of $250, $150, $100, and $25 are awarded for first, second, third, and honorable mention places. Winners are also 
published on the PEN America website (pen.org). Authors retain all rights to their own writing.

Guidelines:
Incarcerated writers may submit material in the genres of poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and drama (screen/stage play). 
Authors may not submit more than one entry in each category, except in poetry, which has a 20-page limit. No 
complete novels, please, though short excerpts from novels are fine. Any topic that moves you is fit for our contest, 
and no entries will be disqualified based on content.

Manuscripts in all formats are accepted, but we encourage typewritten copies if a computer or typewriter is made 
available to you. Handwritten entries should be neatly printed. Also, if possible, please submit a copy of your work 
rather than the original material. This request protects you, the writer, in the unlikely event that your work is 
misplaced or otherwise not returnable. If possible, we will attempt to return work that includes a Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope (SASE) with su�cient postage for your submission.

The Prison Writing Mentorship Program pairs established writing mentors with incarcerated mentees. To become 
eligible for the program, one must first enter the annual contest. Winners are o�ered the opportunity to participate 
in the mentorship program and, in some instances, writers who do not win an award but whose e�orts are 
recognized also o�ered a mentor. Winners will be selected and notified in the spring of 2019. You can request a list 
of the contest winners by writing to us.

Submit by sending work to:
PEN Prison Writing Program Annual Contest 
588 Broadway, Suite 303
New York, NY 10012

We wish you the best in your writing endeavors.

With warmth, 

The PEN Prison Writing Program Team

Showcasing Untapped Creativity and 
Humanity
by Ricardo Ferrell, PCAP Participant

No one would have imagined that some 136 years after one of the oldest prisons left standing in the United States 
that a collaboration of men being housed there along with university students and a special activities director would 
be participating in a PCAP theatrical workshop conducted by facilitators from the University of Michigan's Project 
comprised of three students; one from U of M and two others from an university in London, England. Only a few of 
the 15 prisoners selected to participate knew what to expect as they had previously been involved with similar



  

Showcasing Untapped Creativity and Humanity cont.

programs o�ered by other universities, e.g., Shakespeare Behind Bars, etc. This writer performed in the first 
prison-based drama class o�ered by the University of Michigan in a production called It’s a Thin Line Between Life & 
Death, a play including University of Michigan students and several prisoners over 25 years ago. However, the first 
timers who participated in the June 20th workshop were able to walk away with an experience which I'm sure they 
won't soon forget. One participant shared with this writer that prior to his participation in the theatrical workshop he 
had been battling with deep depression where at times he had felt like given up and throwing the towel in but being 
a�orded the opportunity like what he experienced in class actually zapped him back to his senses and right frame of 
mind to be able to see his worth as a human who's full of potential and no longer being bogged down with depressive 
thoughts. It's quite obvious the day long workshop had an enormous therapeutic value on the men who were 
engaged in the exercises and 3 short performances. Additionally, another participant expressed to me how the 
experience made him feel like a kid again in comparison to the level of fun he had.

The outside students who facilitated the workshop did an amazingly great job in the creation, instruction and 
production of the theatrical experience. Facilitators: Abigail, Gemma, and Eddie from the Prison Creative Arts Project 
(PCAP) should all take a huge bow for such a magnificent illustration of their work and more importantly for their 
willingness to share it with the men who sat in one of the wards in the octagonal structure eager and willing to learn 
something new and exciting. The facilitators were patient with the men and enthusiastically participated right along 
in each exercise as well as performance all to the delight of everyone present. Aside from the prisoner workshop 
participants, we also had our very own Special Activities Director M. Breedlove participating from start to finish 
which gave the workshop some extra flavor because Ms. Breedlove, who is certainly no stranger to the stage, has 
been involved with drama/theatrical performances in the past and definitely brought her A-game to the class. She's 
a natural when it comes to creativity in a setting of a drama workshop and also sharing her formidable ideas and 
suggestions helped to make the interaction that much better.

These are the kinds of experiences and expressions which goes toward showing the humanity that many men and 
women in prison have within their core. Although every single participant in the workshop played a significant role in 
the short plays, and mentioning each performance would require a much longer article, I would be remiss if I didn't at 
least acknowledge everyone by their names: Leroy, Amir, Alexis, Dedrick, Brad, Levon, Robert, Corey, Kenneth, 
Albert, Brandon, Michael, and Ricardo. All of these men delivered some powerful and dynamic performances. 
Among the most significant barriers I believe everyone was able to overcome was that of vulnerability, in that, we all 
embraced the idea of stepping outside our comfort zones in an e�ort not only to hone or learn a new craft,  but also 
to build confidence, self-assurance, and ability to triumph over our fears. And, this may very well have contributed to 
us being able to apply the process of adaptation in the course of telling our stories and acting them out. Some of the 
roles were challenging and seemingly awkward but a few of the men were willing and did act out the opposite gender 
in order to help their group perform their version of the play. The hint of change, transformation and redemption is a 
reachable possibility providing an individual remains on the path of changing themselves for betterment.

Special Thanks and Acknowledgements to: the Prison Creative Arts Project (PCAP); University of Michigan Faculty; 
Buzz Alexander; Ashley Lucas; Phil Christman; Kathleen Kelly; Sarah Messer; Isaac Wingfield; Graham Hamilton; 
Mary Heinen; El Chen; Vanessa Mayesky; Janie Paul; Ariana Wescott; Reuben Kenyatta; Charlie Michaels, Jason 
Wright; Theatrical Workshop Facilitators: Abigail, Gemma and Eddie; MDOC Director Heidi Washington; Warden 
Gregory Skipper; Deputy Warden Fredeane Artis; A/Deputy Warden James Miller; Special Activities Director M. 
Breedlove; and RMI Sta�.

-- Writer's final note; the new space created by the PCAP team with the introduction of theatrical workshops being 
held at some MDOC facilities should be expanded statewide similar to PCAP's Annual Art Exhibition which visits all 
locations in the Upper & Lower Peninsulas. This obviously can go toward promoting rehabilitation for all prisoners 
within the Michigan Department of Corrections but also reflect the department’s new added name of MDOC & 
Rehabilitation bringing it more in line with providing extended educational opportunities for incarcerated individuals. 
Thus, 'Education v. Incarceration: Reducing Incarceration through Education' with more investment in education will 
eventually help to reduce recidivism trends and make Michigan communities safer. 



 

 

 

 

Calendar
September - December 2018

Weekly creative arts workshops 

Rolling submissions for Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing, vol. 11 

Fall Facilitator Training
September 9, Ann Arbor

Battle of the Bands
September 12, 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM, Macomb Correctional Facility

Talent Show
September 16, 6:00 PM - 8:30 PM, Cotton Correctional Facility

Ashley Lucas performs Doin Time: Through the Visiting Glass
October 5, Keene Theatre, East Quadrangle, Ann Arbor

Linkage Project ArtPrize Visit
October 6, Grand Rapids

Selection visits for 24th Annual Exhibition of Art by Michigan Prisoners 
October - December

PCAP Art Auction
December 8, Hussey Room, Michigan League, Ann Arbor

About PCAP
Mission Statement

Contact Us
PCAP at University of Michigan
1801 East Quadrangle
701 E. University Ave.
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1245
pcapinfo@umich.edu
www.prisonarts.org

PCAP Faculty

PCAP Sta�

Annual Exhibition Curators
Janie Paul, Senior Curator
Alyssa Baginski, El Chen, Nelly Emlaw, Graham Hamilton, 
Lenae Je�erson, Charlie Michaels, Jason Wright

El Chen, Graham Hamilton, Mary Heinen, 
Vanessa Mayesky

Ashley Lucas, Director
Phil Christman, Sarah Messer, Isaac Wingfield

The Prison Creative Arts Project brings those impacted by the 
justice system and the University of Michigan community into 
artistic collaboration for mutual learning and growth.


